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The effect of computational complexity on L1 transfer: evidence from L2 Chinese attitude-bearing wh-questions    
Abstract
This article reports on an empirical study of attitude-bearing wh-questions in English speakers’ second language (L2) Chinese. Although English and Chinese wh-questions are different in that the wh-word in the former moves to the sentence initial position while that in the latter stays in situ, the two languages share some characteristics in their attitude-bearing wh-questions. It is widely assumed in L2 research that first language (L1) structures similar to or the same as those in the target language can facilitate the course of L2 acquisition but L1 structures which are different from the target language interfere with successful L2 acquisition. However, the findings in this study show that wh-movement in English wh-questions is not transferred into English speakers’ L2 Chinese and that the similarities between English and Chinese have very limited facilitating functions in English speakers’ handling of Chinese attitude-bearing wh-questions. The findings here support Yuan’s (2001) argument that L1 transfer is a relative phenomenon in L2 acquisition and can be accounted for on the basis of an analysis in Scheidnes et al. (2009), Scheidnes and Tuller (2010) and Prévost et al. (2014) that computation complexity can override L1 influence.  
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1. Introduction
Chinese daodi…wh-questions are considered approximate counterparts of English wh-questions with phrases such as what the hell, who on earth, what the dickens (cf. Huang, 2010; Huang & Ochi, 2004; Chou, 2006, 2012; Yuan, 2013, 2014).​[1]​  English questions of this type are generically called wh-the-hell questions (cf. Dikken & Giannakidou 2002). In a Chinese daodi…wh-question, daodi can co-exist with a wh-adjunct such as weishenme “why”, zenme “how”, as in (1c) and (1d), as well as a wh-nominal, such as shenme “what”, shei “who”, as in (1a) and (1b). 

(1)	a. Ni   daodi   xiang chi shenme?
	    you the hell want eat what
	   “What the hell would you like to eat?”
	b. Ni    daodi  xiang  jian  shei?
	    you the hell want meet who
	    “Who the hell would you like to meet?”
	c. Ni   daodi  weishenme mei   qu Beijing?
	    you the hell why        didn’t  go Beijing
	    “Why the hell did you not go to Beijing?”	
	d. Ni      daodi zenme qu Beijing?
	    You the hell how    go Beijing
	   “How the hell would you go to Beijing?”
	e. *Ni    daodi   zenme mei   qu Beijing?
	      You the hell how  didn’t go Beijing
	     *“How come the hell you didn’t go to Beijing?

However, daodi cannot co-exist with the wh-word zenme in wh-questions like (1e), as observed in Chou (2006, 2012),  and this forms a striking contrast with the wh-questions in (1a-d), where daodi can co-exist with the other types of wh-words in Chinese wh-questions. In Chinese, the instrumental zenme, as in (1d), and the causal zenme, as in (1e), are homonyms, and the unacceptability of the sentence in (1e) is due to the fact that the wh-question bears two attitude features in it, an attitude feature of impatience borne by daodi and another attitude feature of counter-expectation carried by the causal zenme “how come”. Daodi is an adverb and all adverbs in Chinese appear pre-verbally. The Chinese examples and their English translation in (1) illustrate that similar to the wh-the-hell question in English, the Chinese wh-question can accommodate both daodi and a wh-word in it as long as the wh-word does not carry an attitude feature with it. However, unlike English wh-questions, where the wh-word is required to move to the sentence initial position, the wh-word in Chinese wh-questions remains in situ.
Great efforts have been made in second language (L2) research to identify why, unlike children acquiring their mother tongues, adult L2 learners rarely succeed in achieving native-like competence in their acquisition of the target language. In this article, we report on an empirical study investigating Chinese attitude-bearing wh-questions in English speakers’ L2 Chinese grammars. The results of the study indicate that although L2 grammars are sensitive to attitude features, they are not able to rule out the ungrammatical Chinese wh-question with two attitude features embedded in it. This is argued to be due to the greater computational complexity involved in this type of attitude-bearing wh-questions. In addition, no evidence is found in the study that wh-movement in English wh-questions is transferred into English speakers’ L2 Chinese wh-questions. Our study provides supporting evidence for Yuan’s (2001) argument that L1 transfer is a relative phenomenon in L2 acquisition. We analyze our data on the basis of a proposal in Scheidnes et al. (2009), Scheidnes and Tuller (2010), and  Prévost et al. (2010, 2014) that computational complexity plays an important role in L2 acquisition and can override first language (L1) influence.

2. Daodi…wh- and wh-the-hell questions in Chinese and English   

Huang and Ochi (2004)​[2]​ follow Pesetsky’s (1987) significant work on wh-movement and argue that unlike the English wh-the-hell, which is continuous and synthetic, the Chinese daodi and its wh-associates do not form a constituent and must be discontinuous with daodi in a preverbal position and a wh-phrase staying in situ. This is shown in the contrast between (2a) and (2b) on the one hand, and between (3a) and (3b) on the other. As shown in the contrast between (2a) and (2b), the English wh-the-hell occurs as a constituent which is required to move to the specifier of CP, as in (2a). In Chinese daodi…wh-questions, daodi and the wh-phrase must be discontinuous and the wh-word remains in situ, as in (3a) and (3b), and daodi must occur in a construction with a wh-phrase in its c-commanding domain, as shown in the contrast between (4a) and (4b). The linear order of daodi and shei in (4a) may give one an impression that they are continuous, but this is only superficial. As we will discuss later, daodi and the wh-word occupy different positions in the underlying structure of Chinese daodi…wh-questions. 

(2)	a. What the hell would he buy?
	b. *What would he buy the hell?	
(3)	a. Ta   daodi  yao mai shenme?
	    He the hell will buy what
	   “What the hell will he buy?”
	b. *Ta yao  mai  daodi  shenme?
	      He will buy the hell what
(4)	a. Daodi    shei yao mai zhe ben shu?
    the hell  who will buy this CL book
    “Who the hell will buy this book?”
	b. *Shei daodi  yao mai zhe ben shu?
	     who the hell will buy this CL book?
  
Both daodi and the hell carry an attitude, making the wh-question an attitude-bearing question, although the attitudes they carry are different, with the former carrying an attitude of impatience and annoyance, and the latter a negative attitude. ​[3]​ Dikken and Giannakidou (2002) use the sentences in (5) to illustrate the property of the negative attitude of the hell. The speaker who utters either of the sentences in (5) knows that someone bought that book and is seeking information to identify the buyer. So answers like “John” or “Mary” are appropriate to either of the questions. However, in addition to an informative answer, the sentence in (5b) has a negative implication that Nobody was supposed to buy that book, which carries an inference conveying the speaker’s negative attitude towards the content of the question with the wh-the-hell. 

(5) 	a. Who bought that book?
	b. Who the hell bought that book?	(= (1) in Dikken & Giannakidou, 2002) 

The negative attitude carried by wh-the-hell is further illustrated by sentences with modals. Unlike the question in (6a), where the regular wh-phrase who is used, the question with who the hell in (6b) cannot be interpreted as a genuine information question. Rather, it can only be read as requiring a negative answer compatible with the negative rhetorical answer like Nobody would buy that book.​[4]​ Dikken and Giannakidou point out that crucial to the licensing of the negative rhetorical reading is the presence of the modal would in (6b). With a simple past tense, as in (5b), there is no anticipation of a negative answer. 

(6)	a. Who would buy that book?
	b. Who the hell would buy that book?	(=(2) in D & G, 2002) 

Like its English counterpart wh-the-hell, daodi…wh in Chinese can also turn the wh-question into an attitude-bearing question. However, unlike wh-the-hell, which carries a negative attitude, daodi implies some attitude of impatience or annoyance (Huang, 2010; Huang & Ochi 2004), and it can convey the speaker’s impatient attitude towards the value of daodi…wh and the propositional content of the wh-question, as in (7a). Obviously, the speaker of the sentences in (7a) is very impatient and cannot wait any longer. The speaker in (7b),​[5]​ although a bit impatient in finding the person, has a positive attitude towards the content of the wh-question with daodi. S/he actually is grateful. From these Chinese examples, we can clearly see that daodi…wh carries an impatient attitude, which does not have to be negative.  

(7) 	a. Ta daodi    zai nar?      Wo yao     liji             jian ta.  
	    he the hell at  where     I   want immediately see him
	    “Where the hell is he? I want to see him immediately.” 
b. (Mei nian Chunjie, dou youren gei wode muqin ji $200.)
    (Every Chinese New Year, someone always posts $200 to my mother.)
    Zhege ren     daodi   shi shei  ne? Wo xiang xiexie ta.
    This person the hell  is  who Part  I    want  thank him  
“(Whenever it is Chinese New Year, someone always posts $200 to my  
mother.) *Who the hell is this person? I want to thank him/her.”

It is well-known that Chinese is a wh-in-situ language, in which the wh-word stays in situ in a wh-question. As pointed out by Huang and Ochi (2004), unlike English, in which wh-the-hell form a continuous constituent, daodi and its wh-associate in the Chinese wh-question are discontinuous and do not form a constituent. In the English wh-question, wh-the-hell is required to move to the specifier of CP, as in (8a) and (8b), and in contrast, daodi and the wh-phrase stay in situ in Chinese wh-questions, as shown in (9a) and (9b).  

(8)	a. [Who the hell]i would she like to see ti?
	b. *She would like to see [who the hell]?
(9)	a. Ta daodi xiang jian shei?
	    She daodi want see who
	   “Who the hell would she like to see?”
	b. *Ta xiang jian daodi shei?
	      She want see daodi  who
(10) 	a. Ni daodi zenme qu Beijing?
	    you the hell how go Beijing
	   “How the hell would you go to Beijing?”
	b. Ni daodi xiang zenme qu Beijing?
	    You the hell want how go Beijing








                      [uatti]
          daodi                  (……)wh….




Adverbs in Chinese all appear pre-verbally. This may make daodi and the wh-word appear adjacent to each other in a wh-question, as in (10a), but this is only superficial, and as we can see in (10b) and (11), daodi and the wh-word occupy different positions in the underlying structure.​[6]​
      A number of researchers (e.g. Rizzi, 1997; Cinque, 1999) have proposed that information relevant to the interface between syntax and pragmatics can be encoded in syntactic projections. Speas (2004), Tenny (2006) and Tenny and Speas (2003) further propose that pragmatic features can not only be encoded syntactically but can also affect syntactic computation.  In this article, we follow Huang and Ochi (2004) in assuming that there exists an interrogative Attitude Phrase (AttiP) in the “cartography” of IP and that daodi is an adverb and is merged into the Spec of the AttiP, providing a special pragmatic flavour to the daodi…wh question. “In other words, the existence of this projection signals that you have ‘a question with an attitude’” (Huang & Ochi 2004, p.7). The tree diagram in (11) is adapted from (22) in Huang and Ochi (2004). We can assume that the head of AttiP, Atti0, contains an uninterpretable attitude feature [uatti] which is unvalued and unspecified. When daodi, which has an interpretable attitude feature of impatience and annoyance, is merged into the Spec of AttiP, the uninterpretable attitude feature in the head of AttiP is valued and specified with the feature of impatience and annoyance. This also indicates the necessity that daodi must occur higher than and have a scope over the wh-word. Daodi also contains an uninterpretable [uQ] feature which requires checking by some element with a [Q] feature in its c-commanding domain. Here, we can adopt Chomsky’s (2001a,b) concept of Agree by assuming that daodi in the Spec of AttiP “probes” in its c-commanding domain for a compatible feature, i.e. the [Q] feature. Once the uninterpretable [uQ] feature of daodi is matched (i.e. Agreed) by the [Q] feature of the wh-word in the c-commanding domain, daodi can be checked and licensed at a distance. The analysis here makes sure that daodi requires the presence of a wh-phrase but the latter does not require the presence of the former. This checking process by Agree forms a chain between daodi and the wh-phrase, which bears a [wh] feature. Along the lines of Newmeyer (2003) and Chomsky (2005), we assume here that C in a wh-question has an uninterpretable wh-feature [uwh]. The [uwh] feature in the interrogative CP dominating AttiP therefore needs to be checked off. This can be done by Agree, at a distance, by the [wh] attached to the daodi…wh chain in the c-commanding domain.
The feature checking mechanism can also apply to English. In English, the hell is merged into the Specifier of AttiP, valuing the head of AttiP with a negative-attitude feature. As soon as the hell is merged, the wh-word in its c-commanding domain moves and adjoins to the hell in the Spec of AttiP to check the [Q] feature, which is followed by the movement  of the complex of wh-the-hell to Spec of CP to check the [uwh] feature. An alternative approach is to assume that the entire phrase wh-the-hell is first merged in its base-generated position, and then raises to Spec of AttiP to check the uninterpretable attitude feature of Atti0, and finally moves to Spec of CP to check the [uwh] feature.​[7]​

3. The incompatibility of causal zenme and daodi   

As discussed above, daodi can co-exist with a wh-word in wh-questions in Chinese.​[8]​ However, Chou (2006, 2012) makes an interesting discovery that daodi is not compatible with the causal zenme “how come” although the latter is a wh-word in Chinese. Tsai (1999, 2008), following Collins’ (1991) work on why and how come in English, makes a distinction between the causal zenme and the reason weishenme “why” in Chinese. According to Tsai, the subtle distinction between the causal zenme and the reason weishenme is that the former provides an attitude of counter expectation, indicating that the state of affairs expressed in the question does not match the real world situation or the speaker’s expectation, whereas no attitude is borne by the latter. This can be seen in (12) (adapted from (13-14) in Tsai 2008).

(12)	a. Xue weishenme shi bai     de?
	    Snow why          is  white Part
	   “Why is the snow white?”
	Presupposition:	The snow is white. 
	Speech Act: 		The speaker wants to know the reason why the snow is 
white.
	b. ??Xue    zenme      shi bai    de?​[9]​
	       Snow how-come is white Part
	    ??“How come the snow is white?”
	Presupposition:	The snow is white but it is not expected to be white. 
Something has caused the snow to become white. 
	Speech Act:		The speaker wants to know what has caused the snow to 
become white. 
	c. Xue    zenme      shi hei    de?
	    Snow how-come is black Part
	  “How come the snow is black?”
	Presupposition: 	The snow is black but it should be white. Something has 
caused the snow to become black.
	Speech Act:		The speaker wants to know what has caused the snow to 
become black. 

In (12a), the wh-word is the reason weishenme “why”, which does not carry any attitude, and the sentence is well-formed.  However, although the sentence in (12b) is syntactically well-formed, it is pragmatically odd.  The oddity is due to the incompatibility of the attitude of counter expectation expressed by the causal zenme on the one hand and the real world situation on the other, that is, the clash between the odd expectation that the snow should not be white and the real world situation where the snow is white.  The oddity clearly disappears in (12c) because the black snow is unexpected in the normal world situation, which is in conformity with the sense of counter expectation expressed by the causal zenme. The contrast illustrated in (12) shows that the causal zenme carries an attitude of counter expectation and makes the question an attitude-bearing question. Here we assume that the causal zenme is based-generated in the Specifier of AttiP,​[10]​ and the uninterpretable attitude feature [uatti] of the head of AttiP, as shown in (11), can be valued and specified by the interpretable attitude feature of counter expectation borne by the causal zenme.
The analyses of the reason weishenme and the causal zenme can also apply to the contrast between why and how come in English because the latter, but not the former, also bears an attitude of counter expectation, and this can be seen in the English translation of (12). The uninterpretable attitude feature [uatti] of the head of AttiP can be checked off locally when how come is merged into the Specifier of AttiP before moving to the Specifier of CP to check the [wh] and [Q] features. 
Chou (2006, 2012) points out that daodi and the causal zenme cannot co-exist in the question although zenme is a wh-word, as shown in (13).

(13)	a. Ta   zenme      mei lai?
	    He how-come not come
	   “How come he didn’t come?”
	b. *Ta   daodi    zenme     mei lai?
	      He the hell how-come not come
	    *“How come the hell he didn’t come?”
	c. Ta   daodi weishenme mei lai?
	    He the hell  why          not come
	   “Why the hell did he not come?”

Unlike the sentence in (13a), where only the causal zenme is used, in (13b) both daodi and the causal zenme co-exist in the sentence, which leads to the ungrammaticality of the sentence. The ungrammaticality of (13b) can be accounted for by an assumption that the uninterpretable [uatti] feature of the head of AttiP is erased once it is checked by a compatible feature. In (13b), either the impatience attitude feature of daodi or the counter-expectation attitude feature attached to the causal zenme can be used to check the uninterpretable [uatti] feature of the head Atti0, but not both.  Once the uninterpretable [uatti] feature of the head Atti0 is checked off by either of them, the other attitude feature will become redundant, which will make the sentence infelicitous. The implication of this analysis is that an attitude-bearing question cannot have two different attitudes checking the uninterpretable [uatti] feature of the head Atti0. This analysis also applies to attitude-bearing wh-questions in English with the hell and how come co-existing in the question. The sentences and their English translation in (13) provide supporting evidence. That is, when only one attitude-bearing word occurs in the sentence, i.e. zenme “how come” in (13a) or daodi in (13c), no clash of different attitudes occurs and the sentence is acceptable.
From (13c), we can see that weishenme “why”, a non-attitude bearing wh-word, can co-exist with daodi in a Chinese wh-question because the question includes only one attitude feature. In fact, daodi can co-occur with any non-attitude-bearing wh-word in a Chinese wh-question, including the instrumental zenme “how”, which is a homonym of the causal zenme “how come”, as shown in (14a) and (14c). Tsai (1999, 2008) points out that in Chinese, the instrumental zenme “how” has a nominal status and is a short form for zenmeyang “how”, which consists of two morphological units: an adverb zenme “how” and a noun head yang “manner/way” , as in zhe yang “this way” and na yang “that way”. It is possible to replace the instrumental zenme in (14a) and (14c) with zenmeyang. However, the causal zenmen can never be replaced with zenmeyang in Chinese.​[11]​ In a word, the causal zenme “how come”, unlike the other wh-words in Chinese, does not allow itself to occur in the same question as daodi, as shown in (14b) and (14d). 

(14)	a. Ta daodi    hui zenme qu Beijing?
	    he the hell will how    go Beijing
	    “How the hell will he go to Beijing?”
	b. *Ta  daodi      zenme      mei   qu Beijing?
	      he the hell how-come didn’t go Beijing
	    *“How come the hell he did not go to Beijing?”
	c. Ta   daodi  zenme lai?
	    he the hell how   come
	  “How the hell will he come?”
	d. *Ta  daodi     zenme       lai    wan le?
	      he the hell  how-come come late Part
	  *“How come the hell he came late?”

 Based on the analysis above, we can argue that the syntax of the Chinese daodi…wh-question is governed by the number of attitude features involved in the question. The wh-word used in the question has to be a non-attitude-bearing wh-word, because a question cannot have more than one attitude feature in it. Given that English has attitude-bearing elements like the hell and how come, which cannot co-exist in an English wh-question (see the English translation of 13b), it would be interesting to see whether L1 influence can help English speakers to handle attitude features involved in their L2 Chinese attitude-bearing wh-questions and  acquire this type of wh-questions in their L2 Chinese.

4. Relativity of L1 Transfer and Computational Complexity in L2 Acquisition

L1 transfer is widely recognized as a common phenomenon in L2 acquisition and is also well documented in L2 acquisition literature (e.g. Gass & Selinker, 1992; Schwartz & Sprouse, 1994, 1996; Sprouse, 2006; Yuan, 1994, 2007a, 2007b, 2010). L1 transfer can be divided into positive transfer and negative transfer. In the former, L1 structures or features similar to or the same as those in the target language are transferred into learners’ L2 grammars, which can facilitate the course of L2 acquisition, and in the latter, L1 structures or features which are different from the target language interfere with successful acquisition (Odlin 1989). While recognizing pervasive influences of learners’ L1 in their L2 acquisition, an increasing number of L2 researchers have found evidence that L1 transfer is not inevitable and that it can be relative in L2 acquisition. Yuan (2001) conducted an investigation of status of thematic verbs in L2 acquisition of Chinese by French-, German- and English-speaking learners. Both French and German are languages allowing thematic verbs to raise. In contrast, thematic verbs in English and Chinese must remain in situ. Data from an acceptability judgment test and an oral production test in Yuan’s study both indicate that thematic verbs remain in situ in L2 Chinese and no L1 transfer is found at any L2 Chinese proficiency level. This is the case not only in the data of English speakers, whose L1 does not allow thematic verb raising, but also in the data of French and German speakers, whose L1s require thematic verbs to raise. These findings are accounted for in terms of the absence of verbal inflection in Chinese and the evidence in the L2 Chinese input data for the specification of the abstract features associated with the head of IP. Based on these findings, Yuan argues that L1 transfer is a relative phenomenon in L2 acquisition rather than an absolute phenomenon and that a task which L2 researchers are faced with is to find out when and why L1 transfer does or does not take place. 
In a study involving an oral narration task and an acceptability judgment task, Montrul (2010) examined knowledge of Spanish clitics, clitic left dislocations and different object marking in proficiency-matched adult English-speaking learners of L2 Spanish and Spanish heritage speakers. In Spanish, the placement of clitics is regulated by verb finiteness, i.e. object clitics precede finite verbs but follow non-finite verbs and can be in two different positions in modal restructuring contexts. When the object is topicalized, clitic doubling is obligatory, resulting in clitic left location. In addition, Spanish object expression has differential object marking, which is governed by features of animacy and definitness/specificity. Both the oral narration data and the judgment data indicate that there is little L1 transfer in the syntactic clitic placement in either L2 Spanish learners or Spanish heritage speakers. However, in judging sentences with vs. without clitic left dislocation, both learner groups were non-native-like and exhibited transfer from English. Adopting views on vulnerability of certain linguistic interfaces in language development (Sorace, 2004; Tsimpli and Sorace 2006; White 2009), Montrul relates the findings to a distinction between interface phenomena and purely syntactic phenomena, with the former being argued to be more vulnerable than the latter.
It is found in Scheidnes, Tuller and Delage (2009) and Scheidnes and Tuller (2010) that computational complexity plays a stronger role than L1 transfer in English speakers’ L2 acquisition of French. Scheidnes et al. (2009) studied English speakers’ L2 acquisition of French relative clauses, passives, verb raising, and gender and number agreement on accusative clitics, in a written grammaticality judgment task. Their data indicate that the relevant aspects of English speakers’ L2 French grammars are influenced by the computational complexity of the constructions concerned but not by the differences between French and English. In another study, Scheidnes and Tuller (2010) examined elicited production of French wh-questions by English-speaking learners of L2 French. It is found in the study that English speakers used significantly more wh-in-situ in their L2 production of French wh-questions than native French speakers, in spite of the fact that it is generally not allowed in their L1 English wh-questions. In addition, advanced L2 learners used significantly less the I-to-C inversion in their L2 French wh-questions than native French speakers, and intermediate learners did not use the inversion at all, even though this is required in their L1 English wh-questions. Based on these data, the authors argue that computational complexity can override L1 transfer in the production of L2 French wh-questions.
Evidence that L1 transfer is a relative phenomenon is also found in a recent study of child L2 French by Prévost et al. (2014), where L1 transfer is shown to be relative to computational complexity and that computational complexity can override L1 transfer. Prévost et al. follow Jakubowicz (2005, 2011) and argue that constructions requiring less computation are acquired before those requiring more computation. In order to calculate computation complexity, Jakubowicz (2005, 2011) proposed a Derivitional Complexity Hypothesis (DCH), which is specified in the Derivational Complexity Metric (DCM), as shown in (15).

(15) Derivational Complexity Metric (DCM) (Jakubowicz 2005)
a.   Merging αi n times gives rise to a less complex derivation than merging αi (n+1) times.
b.   Internal Merging of α gives rise to a less complex derivation than Internal Merge of α + β.

Jakubowicz (2011) argued that “the DCH correlates representational and computational complexity with behavioural, dependent variables. It applies to different conditions of language acquisition (L1, L2, SLI, etc.) and to adult processing as well” (p. 340). Extending Jakubowicz’s DCH to L2 acquisition, we can assume that in computing a grammatical structure, e.g. wh-questions, the learner is sensitive to the number of times that a copy of the wh-element must be merged to satisfy a computational requirement and to the number of constituents that must undergo the merge. Based on Clause (a) in (15), we can assume that learners start with less complex computations and, all other things being equal, acquire wh-questions with no wh-movement or a small number of movements first. On the basis of Clause (b) in (15), it can be hypothesized that learners will initially prefer structures which require only one constituent (e.g. a wh-element) to undergo movement rather than two constituents (e.g. movement of both a wh-element and an auxiliary in English wh-questions).
In Prévost et al.’s (2014) study, they compared elicited production of L2 French wh-questions by a group of L1 English-speaking children and a group of L1 Dutch-speaking children. Both English and Dutch display wh-movement and subject-verb/auxiliary inversion in wh-questions. Prévost et al.’s study shows that while the L1 English-speaking learners of French produced a high number of wh-in-situ questions in their L2 French, the L1 Dutch-speaking children did not. In spite of this difference, the two groups look alike in that they produced few questions with inversion even though the subject-verb/auxiliary inversion is required in their L1s. Prévost et al. argue that this is related to the computational complexity involved and that computational complexity can override L1 influence. According to the DCH, as formulated in (15), the least complex questions in French are those with the wh-phrase in situ, and the most complex ones display overt wh-fronting and subject-verb inversion. Prévost et al. believe that learners are likely to produce less complex constructions during their acquisition process, including constructions that are ungrammatical in the target language, which are by definition absent in the target language input.  They argue that “the issue boils down to the relative computational costs involved in the different constructions. An operation or a series of operations may be too complex for the child to handle, which may result in the production of less complex constructions, which may be ungrammatical in the target language” (Note 3, p. 245).
For the purpose of the study reported in this article, we can modify Jakubowicz’s (2005, 2011) DCM in (15) by proposing a calculation of computation complexity, as in (16), for Chinese attitude-bearing wh-questions. Based on this calculation, we can ask research questions for the study.

(16) Computation Complexity Metric (modified from Jakubowicz’s (2005) DCM) 
a.   Merging αi n times gives rise to a less complex computation than merging αi    (n+1) times.
            b.   Feature checking of α gives rise to a less complex computation than feature checking of α + β.

5. Empirical studies   
5.1 Research questions
In the study, we asked the following research questions:
1.	Do English speakers transfer wh-movement in English wh-questions into their L2 Chinese daodi…wh-questions? Can the L1 transfer be overridden by a less complex computation, i.e. wh-in-situ, which leads to L2 Chinese grammars to converge with the native Chinese grammar with regard to the wh-word in situ in Chinese wh-questions?
2.	Can they acquire the discontinuous form of daodi…wh-word in their L2 Chinese daodi…wh-questions?   
3.	Do their L2 Chinese grammars require a wh-word in the c-commanding domain of daodi?   
4.	Are English speakers’ L2 Chinese grammars sensitive to the distinction between the attitude-bearing wh-word causal zenme “how come” and non-attitude-bearing wh-words like shenme “what”, shei “who”, weishenme “why”, the instrumental zenme “how”? This should be possible because such a distinction exists in their L1 English.
5.	Can English speakers acquire the Chinese wh-question with the attitude-bearing causal zenme embedded in it? The causal how come in their L1 English has behaviours similar to the causal zenme in Chinese, and this should help English speakers to acquire the counter-expectation attitude attached to the causal zenme in their L2 Chinese.
6.	Will English speakers’ L2 Chinese grammars be able to reject the Chinese wh-question with the attitude-bearing daodi and the attitude-bearing causal zenme co-existing in it? This should be possible if L1 influence takes place here because English does not allow an attitude-bearing question to have two different attitudes embedded in it. However, if Clause (b) in (16) is correct, the L1 transfer can be overridden by the computational complexity involved.

5.2 Subjects
The empirical study included 95 English speakers as subjects and 18 native speakers (NS) of Chinese as controls. The English-speaking subjects were undergraduate students, post-graduate students, lecturers and professors of Chinese from universities in the U.K. as well as students studying at universities in China at the time of the data collection. The native Chinese speakers were university students or office workers in China. All the British universities involved teach Chinese from scratch and the students involved in this study include both specialists and non-specialists of Chinese. The weekly classroom teaching of Chinese for British undergraduate students ranges from two to ten hours. All lecturers and professors involved were teaching either Chinese or Chinese-related courses in their universities. Examinations of various Chinese textbooks and grammar books, and conversations with teachers of L2 Chinese all indicate that learners of Chinese are given no explanation or instruction on the constraints on Chinese daodi…wh-questions. In fact, among a dozen of teachers consulted, no one had been aware of the constraints on attitude-bearing daodi…wh-questions. This suggests that it is very unlikely that learners of L2 Chinese may have explicit knowledge of the constraints. The teachers had been conscious of the contrast between wh-movement and wh-in-situ in English and Chinese wh-questions, but they had never found wh-in-situ in Chinese wh-questions a problem for English-speaking learners of Chinese.

Table 1. Information about each group







***=Significantly different from the NS Group at p <0.001
On the basis of their performance in a Chinese cloze test, the English speakers were divided into five Chinese proficiency groups respectively: Beginner Group, Post-Beginner Group, Intermediate Group, Advanced Group and Very Advanced Group. The native Chinese speakers are in the NS Group. Information about each of the 6 groups is given in Table 1. 
A one-way ANOVA result shows that there is a significant difference between groups in their performance in the cloze test (F = (5, 108) 597.176, p <0.001). The post hoc Scheffé tests indicate that except for the Very Advanced Group, each of the other learner groups is significantly different from the NS Group. 
As we can see in Table 1, subjects in the Very Advanced Group, in average, have a history of over 17 years of studying Chinese, and their average stay in mainland China or Taiwan is over 4 years. Given this information, we consider subjects in this group very advanced learners of Chinese.  

5.3 Instruments and procedures
Apart from the cloze test, each subject had to do an acceptability judgment task, which included, among other things, 11 sentence types related to the research questions above, and each type had 4 tokens. So in total, there were 44 test sentences concerning the focus of the article.​[12]​ The acceptability judgment task was adopted in the study because it made it possible to investigate constraints on L2 Chinese attitude-bearing daodi…wh-questions, which rarely occur in learners’ L2 Chinese production. We believe that in the acceptability judgment task that asks learners to discriminate between well-formed and deviant sentences, it is possible for them to respond “purely intuitively” (Ellis, 1991), particularly when they have no explicit knowledge of the features being examined, as in the case of L2 Chinese attitude-bearing daodi…wh-questions discussed above. Ellis argues that even with untimed judgment tests, learners may rely on intuition to judge a sentence. 
All sentences were presented in Chinese characters but instructions were given to English speakers in English and to native speakers of Chinese in Chinese. The subject was asked to judge each test sentence by circling a number on a Likert scale, as shown in (17), which was presented below each test sentence.

(17)
       _______________________________________  	         I’m not sure. 
       -2                             -1                           +1                         +2
completely                 probably                 probably              completely
unacceptable           unacceptable            acceptable            acceptable

In order to minimize any possible effect of vocabulary on the subject’s judgment, efforts were made to include only those basic words of daily life. In addition, English translation and the Chinese pinyin (a Chinese phonetic system) were provided for some words potentially unfamiliar to the subject. The 11 sentence types used in the test and their examples are listed in (18).

(18) Examples of the 11 sentence types used in the acceptability judgement task 
Type 1: The discontinuous form with wh-object in situ
Ta daodi xihuan shei?
	he daodi   like   who
           “Who the hell does he like?”
Type 2: *The continuous form of daodi wh-object
	*Ta xihuan daodi shei?
              he  like    daodi who
	“Who the hell does he like?” 
Type 3:*The continuous form with the wh-object preceding daodi
	*Ta xihuan shei daodi?
               ta  like     who daodi
            “Who the hell does he like?” 
Type 4: In-situ wh-subject
	Daodi shei xihuan ta?
	 daodi who like her
	“Who the hell likes her?”
Type 5: *wh-subject raised over daodi
	*Shei daodi xihuan ta?
	  who daodi  like    her
	“Who the hell likes her?”
Type 6:  Questions with weishenme “why” (control)
	    Ni weishenme mei    chi zaofan?
	     you why         didn’t eat breakfast
	      “Why did you not eat your breakfast?”  	
Type 7: Questions with both daodi and weishenme “why” (experimental)
	     Ni   daodi    weishenme mei   chi zaofan?
	     you the hell   why         didn’t eat breakfast
	    “Why the hell did you not eat your breakfast?” 
Type 8: Questions with the instrumental zenme “how” (control) 
 	     Ni zenme qu    Beijing? (Zuo feiji haishi zuo huoche?)
	      you how  go to Beijing  (by   plane  or     by   train)
	     “How are you going to Beijing? (By plane or by train?) 
Type 9: Questions with daodi and the instrumental zenme (=how) (experimental) 
	    Ni     daodi zenme qu    Beijing? (Zuo feiji haishi zuo huoche?)
	     you the hell how  go to Beijing   (by   plane  or    by   train)
	     “How the hell are you going to Beijing? (By plane or by train?)” 
Type 10: Questions with the causal zenme “how come” (control)
	     Ni    zenme      mei    chi zaofan?
	     you how come didn’t eat breakfast
	     “How come you didn’t eat your breakfast?” 
Type 11: *Questions with daodi and the causal zenme “how come” (experimental)
	     *Ni    daodi    zenme      mei    chi zaofan?
	       you the hell how come didn’t eat breakfast
	     *“How come the hell you didn’t eat your breakfast?” 	

5.4 Results
Table 2 provides data of the groups’ judgment of daodi…wh questions with the attitude-bearing daodi and a wh-nominal, such as shenme “what” or shei “who(m)”, in a continuous or discontinuous form, with the wh-word raised or in situ, and with a wh-word c-commanded by or c-commanding daodi in subject and object positions. Let’s first look at data concerning daodi and wh-objects. There are significant differences between the Native Chinese Group on the one hand and the Beginner, Post-beginner and Intermediate Groups on the other in accepting the discontinuous form of daodi… wh-objects and with wh-objects in situ (see Column 2 of Table 2). However, as their Chinese language proficiency improves, these differences disappear, as shown by the data of the Advanced and Very Advanced Groups in comparison with the data of the Native Chinese Group. The mean scores of Post-beginner and Intermediate Groups are well above the acceptance threshold of +1, which suggests that wh-word in situ is adopted in early stages of L2 Chinese.​[13]​ The data here show that the syntax of English speakers’ L2 Chinese daodi…wh-questions can converge with that of the native Chinese. This is supported by the rejection of the incorrect continuous forms of daodi wh-object and wh-object daodi by English speakers from the post-beginner level onward. As we can see in Table 2, their mean scores for the correct discontinuous form with the wh-word in situ are all above the acceptance threshold of +1 and the scores for the incorrect continuous forms are below the rejection line of -1, except for those in the Beginner Group, whose mean scores of 0.62, -0.11 and -0.32 suggest the indeterminate status of the syntactic structures of daodi…wh questions in their L2 Chinese grammars. Significant differences are found in one-way ANOVA tests between the three types of sentences in every group’s judgment,​[14]​ and post-hoc Sheffé tests indicate that all the groups, without any exception, are able to make significant distinctions between the grammatical discontinuous daodi…wh-object form with the wh-object in situ on the one hand, and the ungrammatical continuous forms of daodi wh-object and  wh-object daodi on the other, as shown by the arrows between sentence types in learner groups’ mean scores in Table 2. This suggests that in English speakers’ L2 Chinese daodi-wh questions, like the L1 Chinese grammar, the wh-word remains in situ and that daodi occurs in a position c-commanding the wh-word and is not synthesized with it.
Table 2. Group mean scores in the judgment of daodi…wh questions with daodi and the wh-nominal in a continuous or discontinuous form, with wh-situ and with the wh-nominal c-commanded by or c-commanding daodi in subject and object positions (i.e. Types 1-5, as exemplified in (18))
Groups	Discontinuous form with wh-in-situ daodi…wh-obj	*Continuous form* daodi wh-obj	*Wh-obj precedes daodi*wh-obj daodi	In-situ  wh-subdaodi…wh-sub	*Wh-subj raised over daodi*wh-sub daodi
Beginner	0.62***	-0.11***	-0.32	0.45***	-0.17***
Post-beginner	1.14***	-1.21	-1.03***	1.18***	-1.11




**=Significantly different from the NS Group at p <0.01;***=Significantly different from the NS Group at p <0.001; “         ” =significantly different between the two.

 The data in Table 2 also show that native Chinese speakers do not reject ungrammatical Chinese wh-questions with daodi at the end of the sentence and preceded by the wh-object (mean = -0.21). This is rather unexpected. An explanation of this is that in colloquial Chinese, it is acceptable to use daodi at the end of the wh-question as a question tag (with a pause or a comma before it).  It is possible that some native Chinese speakers had this pattern in mind when they judged the incorrect wh-questions with daodi at the end of the sentence.
Recall that sentences in Types 4 and 5 form minimal pairs in the acceptability judgment test, and that the sentence in Type 4 is exactly the same as its corresponding sentence in Type 5 except for one difference, i.e. whether the wh-subject remains in situ or is raised over daodi. As we can see in Table 2 (the last two columns), although a one-way ANOVA and post-hoc Sheffé tests find the Beginner, Post-beginner and Intermediate Groups significantly different from the Native Chinese Group in judging daodi…wh-subject questions, all learner groups’ mean scores, except for Beginner Group’s, are well above the threshold of +1, an indication that they accept wh-subject in situ and the discontinuous form of daodi…wh-subject.​[15]​ Furthermore, the Advanced and Very Advanced Groups are found to converge with the Native Chinese Group in accepting the grammatical Chinese daodi…wh-questions with the wh-subject in situ. Except for the Beginner Group, all learner groups are able to reject the ungrammatical sentences with the wh-subject raised over daodi (with their mean scores all below -1). Results of paired-samples t-tests indicate that all learner groups, like the Native Chinese Group, are able to make significant distinctions between the two types of sentences​[16]​. This provides us with further evidence that the wh-word remains in situ and has to be c-commanded by daodi in English speakers’ L2 Chinese daodi…wh questions. The data here suggest that English speakers’ L2 Chinese daodi…wh questions are not influenced by wh-movement in their L1 English wh-questions and that they can converge with the syntactic structure of the native Chinese daodi…wh questions. This enables us to believe that the wh-word in situ is a norm in English speakers’ L2 Chinese wh-questions from early stages on and that there is little L1 transfer in this aspect of their L2 Chinese grammars.  

Table 3. Group mean scores in the judgment of Chinese daodi… wh-questions with weishenme “why”, the instrumental zenme “how” and the causal zenme “how come” (i.e. Types 6-11, as exemplified in (18))





Very Advanced	2.00	1.96	1.66	1.73	1.80  	0.57***
Native Chinese	2.00	1.96	2.00	1.96	1.99	-1.40
*=Significantly different from the NS Group at p <0.05;**=Significantly different from the NS Group at p <0.01; ***=Significantly different from the NS Group at p <0.001; “        ” = significantly different between the two.

 Is the syntactic structure of Chinese daodi…wh questions constrained by the number of attitude features involved in English speakers’ L2 Chinese grammars? As we can see in Table 3, except for the Beginner Group in the weishenme-control sentences and the causal zemen-control sentences,​[17]​ all learner groups’ mean scores of the three types of control sentences are well above the threshold of +1 even though the Post-beginner and Intermediate Groups are found significantly different from the NS Group in post-hoc Sheffé tests in the causal zenme-control sentences.​[18]​ This suggests that Chinese wh-questions with the wh-words weishenme, the instrumental zenme or the attitude-bearing causal zenme are generally acceptable to these groups’ L2 Chinese grammars, and that from the post-beginner level onward, they have acquired the syntax of Chinese wh-questions with these wh-words in situ as well as the Chinese wh-question with a counter-expectation attitude borne by the causal zenme. In judging the experimental sentences with the attitude-bearing daodi and weishenme or the instrumental zenme, there is a clear developmental trend in English speakers’ L2 Chinese daodi…wh questions. Subjects in the Post-beginner Group, who clearly accept the control sentences of weishenme (mean = 1.68) and the instrumental zenme (mean = 1.78), are found indeterminate about the acceptability of the corresponding experimental sentences.​[19]​ The Intermediate and Advanced Groups as well as the Post-beginner Group are found to make significant distinctions between the control sentences and the corresponding experimental sentences with daodi…weishenme… or daodi ... the instrumental zenme.​[20]​ However, in spite of the indeterminacy and significant distinctions found at the beginner, post-beginner, intermediate and advanced levels, our results indicate that the attitude-bearing daodi is allowed in the Very Advanced Group’s L2 Chinese wh-questions with weishenme or with the instrumental zenme. The Very Advanced Group’s high mean scores (1.96 and 1.73) and the absence of significant difference between the Very Advanced Group and the Native Chinese Group in judging the two types of sentences provide us with robust evidence that convergence can eventually be reached between English speakers and native Chinese speakers in their Chinese wh-questions with the attitude-bearing daodi co-existing with weishenme or the instrumental zenme.
Similar results are also found in the groups’ judgment of Chinese wh-questions with the (control) causal zenme. As we can see in Table 3 (Column 6), wh-questions with the attitude-bearing causal zenme are getting increasingly acceptable to English speakers’ L2 Chinese grammars; as their Chinese language proficiency improves and probably also with their increasingly more exposure to Chinese input data, the group mean scores move from 0.45 at the beginner’s level to 1.80 at the very advanced level. No significant difference is found between the Native Chinese Group and the Advanced or Very Advanced Group in judging wh-questions with the attitude-bearing causal zenme. This suggests that English speakers’ L2 Chinese grammars, like the native Chinese grammar, can accommodate Chinese wh-questions with the attitude-bearing causal zenme. However, unlike the Native Chinese Group, none of the learner groups, including the Very Advanced Group, is found to be able to reject the ungrammatical wh-question with the attitude-bearing daodi and the attitude-bearing causal zenme co-existing in it, and there is no increase in the accuracy as the learner groups’ Chinese proficiency grows, as we can see in the last column of Table 3; and the mean scores of the learner groups all cluster around 0, which suggests that English speakers’ L2 Chinese grammars are indeterminate with regard to the Chinese wh-question with both the attitude-bearing daodi and the attitude-bearing causal zenme co-occurring in it. No significant difference is found between the native Chinese group and the advanced and very advanced groups in judging the grammatical control sentences with just the attitude-bearing zenme, as seen in column 6 of Table 3. However, the two groups are found to be significantly different from the native Chinese group in judging the experimental sentences with the attitude-bearing daodi co-existing with the attitude causal zenme in a Chinese-wh question. Individual analyses were conducted to examine whether any subject consistently, i.e. 4 out of the 4 tokens, rejected the experimental sentences with the attitude-bearing daodi co-existing with the attitude-bearing causal zenme in Chinese wh-questions. It was found that, except for two subjects in the beginner group, no subject in any of the learner groups was able to consistently reject the Chinese wh-question with the attitude-bearing daodi co-existing with the attitude-bearing causal zenme in it. The two subjects in the beginner group who consistently rejected the ungrammatical wh-question were also found to consistently reject the grammatical wh-question with just the attitude-bearing causal zenme, but without the attitude-bearing daodi in it, which is evidence that they had not mastered the wh-question with the attitude-bearing causal zenme. Almost all the subjects in the learner groups were found to assign -1 or -2 to one or two tokens of the wh-question with the attitude-bearing daodi co-existing with the attitude-bearing causal zenme in it, and +1 or +2 to the other one or two tokens, which is considered evidence of indeterminacy in this aspect of their L2 Chinese. Fifteen out of the eighteen native Chinese speakers in the NS group consistently (i.e. 4/4 tokens) rejected the ungrammatical Chinese wh-question with the attitude-bearing daodi co-existing with the attitude-bearing causal zenme in it (and the other three accepted one token each out of the 4 tokens).




The results of our study have shown that the syntactic properties of Chinese daodi…wh questions do not result in particular difficulty in English speakers’ L2 Chinese; except for the Beginner Group, subjects in the other learner groups are generally able to reject the synthetic form of daodi-wh or wh-daodi and only accept the discontinuous form of daodi…wh in their L2 Chinese. Furthermore, our data suggest that the wh-word stays in situ (e.g. in subject or object position) and is c-commanded by daodi in their L2 Chinese daodi…wh questions, and there is no evidence of L1 English transfer of wh-movement in learners’ L2 Chinese daodi…wh questions. This finding is in conformity with findings reported in the L2 literature that wh-in-situ in Chinese wh-questions does not cause problems to English-speaking learners of Chinese in spite of the fact that wh-movement is required in their L1 English (see Yuan, 2007b, 2013; Yuan and Dugarova, 2012). It also confirms the observations by the Chinese language teachers we interviewed during the data collection that they had never found wh-in-situ in Chinese wh-questions a problem for English-speaking learners of Chinese. The absence of L1 English transfer of wh-movement in English-speaking learners L2 Chinese wh-questions can be accounted for on the basis of the argument in Scheidnes et al. (2009), Scheidnes and Tuller (2010) and Prévost et al. (2014) that the relative computational complexity can override L1 influence. According to Clause (a) of the Computation Complexity Metric, as in (16), which is modified from Jakubowicz’s (2005) DCM , less complex wh-questions are those Chinese ones with the wh-phrase in situ, and more complex ones are those English wh-questions which display overt wh-fronting (and subject-verb inversion). In Chinese wh-questions, the wh-word is merged into its base position and there is no need for it to make any further movement. However, in English wh-questions, the wh-word is required to move further up after it is merged into its base-generated position.​[21]​ According to (a) in (16), merging the wh-word in a wh-question only once gives rise to a less complex computation than merging it more than once. In this sense, L1 transfer is relative to computational complexity. Learners are likely to acquire the less complex construction in their L2 acquisition, and this less complex computation can override L1 transfer of wh-movement. As Prévost et al. (2014) argue, “the issue boils down to the relative computational costs involved in the different constructions” (Note 3, p. 245). In addition, the less complex construction in learners’ L2 Chinese is confirmed by the positive evidence in the Chinese input that the wh-word remains in situ in Chinese wh-questions.​[22]​
Here, we assume that in learners’ L2 Chinese grammars, daodi adjoins to IP, where the wh-subject occupies the Specifier position of IP, just like the case in the native Chinese grammar. Given that English-speaking learners are exposed to the discontinuous form of daodi…wh and the position of daodi preceding the wh-subject in the input data, they should be able to learn that unlike the synthetic wh-the-hell in their L1 English, daodi and the wh-word in Chinese are discontinuous and occupy different positions, with the former adjoining to IP and the latter remaining in situ in the Specifier position of IP.​[23]​ 
However, the successful acquisition of the syntactic properties of the daodi…wh question does not seem to imply successful checking of attitude features involved in English speakers’ L2 Chinese daodi…wh questions. As we have seen in Tables 2 and 3,  English speakers have native-like performance in handling Chinese daodi…wh-nominal questions and daodi… wh-questions with weishenme “why” or the instrumental zenme “how”,  and they are also able to acquire Chinese wh-questions with the attitude-bearing causal zenme. However, it seems not possible for them to converge with native Chinese speakers in the Chinese wh-question with both the attitude-bearing daodi and the attitude-bearing causal zenme co-occurring in it. This suggests that English speakers’ L2 Chinese grammars can handle the Chinese attitude-bearing wh-question when there is only one attitude embedded in it, i.e. either the attitude of impatience borne by daodi or the counter-expectation attitude borne by the causal zenme, but not both.​[24]​ 
English-speaking learners fail to reject the ungrammatical Chinese question with daodi and the causal zenme embedded in it (see the last column of Table 3). Since both daodi and the causal zenme are attached with an attitude feature, with the former having an attitude of impatience and the latter an attitude of counter expectation, it can be argued on the basis of the Computation Complexity Metric in (16) that due to the computational complexity involved in this type of Chinese questions, an operation of checking additional features is likely to be too complex for L2 grammars to handle. This is supported by data in Table 3 concerning the daodi…wh-question with the reason weishenme or the instrumental zenme embedded in it. Wh-words like the reason weishenme and the instrumental zenme do not bear any attitude, and when they are used in a Chinese wh-question co-existing with the attitude-bearing daodi, the question has only one attitude, i.e. the attitude of impatience, embedded in it. This suggests that L2 learners are more likely to make determinate judgment of this type of question than the question with two attitudes, which is manifested in the contrast in the data in Table 3 between daodi with the reason weishenme or with the instrumental zenme on the one hand, and daodi with the attitude-bearing causal zenme on the other.​[25]​ This is further supported by the native-like judgment of the advanced and very advanced learners on Chinese wh-questions with the causal zenme, where only one attitude is embedded, i.e. the attitude of counter expectation. The grammaticality of the attitude-bearing question is governed by the number of attitudes embedded in it, and handling this type of questions involves, among other things, constructing the syntactic structure of the question, locating the sources of possible attitudes, counting the number of attitudes involved, etc. The bigger the number of possible attitude features embedded in the question, the more complex the computation is required and therefore, it is less likely for the L2 learner to make determinate judgment.​[26]​ 
It is interesting that the results in our study show that English speakers at different Chinese proficient levels can make a clear distinction between the grammatical Chinese question with just the attitude-bearing causal zenme embedded in it and the ungrammatical Chinese question with the causal zenme and another attitude-bearing element daodi embedded in it (see the last two columns in Table 3). They accept the former but are indeterminate about the latter. It seems likely that English speakers’ ability to make such a distinction is made possible by the same requirement available in their L1 English, that is, an attitude-bearing question is not allowed to have more than one attitude feature embedded in it. This restriction is demonstrated in the English sentences in (19). In (19a), the question only bears one attitude, that is, the negative attitude borne by the hell, and the sentence is grammatical. Similarly, the question in (19b) also bears only one attitude, that is, the attitude of counter expectation borne by How come, and again this question is grammatical. However, the question in (19c) is ruled out, because it has two attitudes embedded in it, which are carried by the counter-expectation element How come and the negative-attitude element the hell respectively. The negative-attitude element the hell can co-exist with a non-attitude-bearing wh-word, such as why, how, etc. in a wh-question in English, but it is infelicitous to use it in an English wh-question with another attitude-bearing element like how come. This shows that English and Chinese share the same restriction on attitude-bearing questions. 

(19) 	a) How the hell is he expected to go?
	b) How come he is expected to go?
	c) *How come the hell he is expected to go?

Given that attitude-bearing questions in both Chinese and English are regulated by the same restriction, one may ask why English speakers are only able to make a distinction between the grammatical Chinese question bearing only one attitude and the ungrammatical one bearing more than one attitude, but they are unable to reject the latter.​[27]​ This question can be answered on the basis of Clause (b) in (16).   That is, checking one attitude feature gives rise to a less complex computation than checking more than one attitude feature in a feature checking operation. Following the analyses in Scheidnes et al. (2009), Scheidnes and Tuller (2010) and Prévost et al. (2014), we can argue that in spite of the fact that English and Chinese share the same restriction on the number of attitude features allowed in an attitude-bearing question, computational complexity can override L1 influence.​[28]​ 
 Is it possible that L2 learners’ indeterminacy in rejecting the ungrammatical Chinese question with the causal zenme and another attitude-bearing element daodi embedded in the question is due to a representational problem in their L2 Chinese grammars? Recall that we adapted Huang and Ochi’s (2004) analysis and assumed in (11) that in the attitude-bearing question, there is an AttiP in the “cartography” of IP and the head of AttiP, Atti0, contains an uninterpretable attitude feature [uatti], which can be valued and specified by moving and merging the attitude-bearing adverb, daodi, into the Spec of AttiP, or can be checked off by Agree, at a distance, by the attitude-bearing causal zenme  “how come”. It could be argued that L2 learners’ problem is a result of a deficient AttiP, or a deficient checking procedure for attitude features in their L2 Chinese grammars, which leads to the optionality found in English speakers’ judgment of the ungrammatical Chinese wh-question with two attitude-bearing elements in it. However, there is an obvious loophole here if one adopts this representational approach in accounting for our data here, because this approach does not seem to be able to provide us with a convincing explanation of English speakers’ native-like success in acquiring the Chinese wh-question with just one attitude embedded in it, i.e. the wh-question with either the attitude of impatience borne by daodi or the attitude of counter expectation borne by the causal zenme. If there were a deficient AttiP, or a deficient checking procedure for attitude features in their L2 Chinese grammars, this should be reflected in the question with just one attitude feature as well. 




In our study, there is no evidence of negative L1 transfer of wh-movement, nor is there any evidence of positive L1 transfer of disallowing the co-occurrence of two attitude-bearing elements in English speakers’ L2 Chinese daodi…wh-questions. These findings support Yuan’s (2001) argument that L1 transfer is a relative phenomenon in L2 acquisition rather than an absolute phenomenon. As found in Scheidnes et al. (2009), Scheidnes and Tuller (2010) and Prévost et al. (2014) as well, the possibility of L1 transfer can be relative to the construction in the target language, and it can be overridden by the computational complexity involved. An operation can be too complex for L2 learners to handle, leading to indeterminacy in their L2 even though the construction involved is allowed in neither the target language nor their L1.     
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^1	  Another approximate counterpart in Chinese is jiujing…wh-.  As both daodi…wh- and jiujing…wh- behave the same in this aspect of Chinese grammar, we will use daodi…wh… as a representative of the two in this article.
^2	  Huang and Ochi’s (2004) paper is later formally published in Huang (2010).
^3	  Apart from being an approximate counterpart of the English the hell, on earth, the Chinese daodi also has other meanings, such as “finally” and “after all”. However, daodi cannot be used in wh-questions in any of these readings (cf. Lü, 1981).  
^4	  Dikken and Giannakidou (2002) note that the sentence in (6a) can arguably also have a negative rhetorical reading although less saliently. 
^5	  The abbreviation “Part” in the glossary stands for “sentence-final particle”. 
^6	  In cases like (9a), where the subject Ta “He” linearly precedes daodi, we can assume that Ta moves from Spec IP to Spec TopP to become a topic.[TopP  Tai  [AttiP daodi  [IP ti  xiang jian  shei]]]?	          he       daodi           want meet who           “Who the hell would he like to meet?”
^7	  Our analyses of feature checking in Chinese and English here are adapted from Huang and Ochi’s (2004) analysis of covert movement at LF. 
^8	  Apart from in the wh-question, daodi can also be used in A-not-A questions in Chinese as in (i).ni     daodi    qu-bu-qu  Beijing?You the hell go-not-go Beijing“Are you going to Beijing or not?”
^9	  Bear in mind that this sentence is uttered in an environment where there is little pollution and the snow is always white. 
^10	  Following a cartographic approach developed in Rizzi (1997, 2004) and Cinque (1999), Tsai (2008) assumes that the causal zenme is positioned in the head of Interrogative Phrase, which is different from our analysis in (11). Although Tsai’s analysis is not adopted here, we hold a generally-accepted view in the literature that the position of daodi is higher than and should have a scope over the wh-word in Chinese daodi…wh-questions.  
^11	  Interested readers can see Tsai (1999, 2008) for discussions of other different behaviours of the instrumental zenme and the causal zenme in Chinese.
^12	  In the acceptability judgment task, there were also 96 sentences testing different aspects of L2 Chinese grammars, which will be reported elsewhere. These 96 sentences also served as distracters.
^13	  The Beginner Group’s mean score of 0.62 is believed to be a reflection of subjects’ indeterminacy of the overall sentence structure rather than their indeterminacy of wh-in-situ.
^14	  The result of a one-way ANOVA for the Beginner Group is F=(2, 225) 17.435, p<0.001; for the Post-beginner Group F=(2, 213) 203.725, p<0.001; for the Intermediate Group F=(2, 297) 397.093, p<0.001; for the Advanced Group F=(2, 261) 707.118, p<0.001; for the Very Advanced Group F=(2, 129) 426.318, p<0.001; for the Native Chinese Group F=(2, 213) 227.439, p<0.001.
^15	  Recall that the superficial adjacency of daodi to shei in sentences like Type 4 should not be taken as their being continuous. As analyzed in (11), daodi and the wh-word occupy different positions in the underlying structure of Chinese daodi…wh-questions.
^16	  The t-test results for Beginner Group are t(75)=3.975, p<0.001; for Post Beginner Group, t(71)=18.688, p<0.001; for Intermediate Group, t(99)=22.325, p<0.001; for Advanced Group, t(87)=35.038, p<0.001; for Very Advanced Group, t(43)=28.270, p<0.001; for Native Chinese, t(71)=33.028, p<0.001.
^17	  Our data indicate that the instrumental zenme is acquired earlier than weishenme and the causal zenme in English speakers’ L2 Chinese. As we can see in Table 3 (Column 4), all learner groups’ mean scores of control wh-questions with the instrumental zenme are well above the threshold of +1, and no learner group is found significantly different from the NS Group in judging this type of sentences. However, in judging control wh-questions with weishenme (Column 2) and those with the causal zenme (Column 6), the Beginner Group’s mean scores are in the range of indeterminacy, and significant differences are found between the NS Group on the one hand and the Beginner, Post-beginner  (weishenma…wh-quesetions only) and Intermediate (weishenma…wh-quesetions only) Groups on the other in judging these two types of sentences. This suggests that wh-questions with the instrumental zenmen and those with the causal zenme have different grammatical status at early stages of English speakers’ L2 Chinese grammars. 
^18	  The result of a one-way ANOVA for the weishenme-control sentences is F=(5, 446) 23.073, p<0.001; for the daodi…weishenme sentences, F=(5, 446) 38.477, p<0.001; for the instrumental zenme-control sentences, F=(5, 446) 3.572, p<0.004; for the daodi-instrumental zenme sentences, F=(5, 446) 25.839, p<0.001; for the causal zenme-control sentences, F=(5, 446) 20.237, p<0.00; for the daodi-causal zenme sentences, F=(5, 446) 45.174, p<0.001.
^19	  Another finding here is that there is an argument-adjunct asymmetry in English speakers’ judgment of Chinese daodi…wh-questions. That is, Chinese daodi…wh-questions with wh-nominals and those with wh-adjuncts do not develop in a uniform fashion in English speaker’s L2 Chinese. As can be seen in Table 2 (Columns 2 and 5), the English Groups’ mean scores reach the acceptance threshold of +1 in their judgment of Chinese daodi…wh-nominal questions as early as the post-beginner’ level, and no significant difference is found between the native Chinese speakers on the one hand and the advanced and very advanced learners on the other in their judgment of this type of sentences. However, in judging Chinese daodi…wh-adjunct questions, the acceptance threshold of +1 is not reached until the intermediate level, and every learner group, except for the Very Advanced Group, is found to be significantly different from the Native Chinese Group, as can be seen in Columns 2 and 5 in Table 3. This kind of asymmetrical development is also reported in Yuan’s (2007) study of English speakers’ L2 Chinese wh-questions with the wh-argument vs. the wh-adjunct embedded in a complex NP or in a sentential subject.
^20	  The t-test result for the Beginner Group is t(75)=5.999, p<0.001; for the Post-beginner Group, t(71)=8.010, p<0.001; for the Intermediate Group, t(99)=5.553, p<0.001; for the Advanced Group, t(87)=5.460, p<0.001.
^21	  If we adopt the vP-internal subject hypothesis, it can be assumed that the wh-subject in both English and Chinese is based-generated in the Specifier of vP before it moves up to the Specifier of IP. However, unlike the wh-subject in Chinese, the English wh-subject is required to move further up to check its strong [+wh] feature at Specifier of CP. Based on this analysis, English wh-subject questions are still computationally more complex than their Chinese counterparts. 
^22	  As pointed out by an anonymous Lingua reviewer, English speakers would behave differently if there were no positive evidence of wh-in-situ in their L2  Chinese input.  
^23	  An anonymous Lingua reviewer raised a question concerning the frequency of daodi…wh-questions in Chinese. We did a simple search, i.e. using daodi(…)wh” with 0-5 characters in between, in the Chinese corpus at the Centre of Chinese Linguistics of Peking University, and found that there were 8191 cases of daodi…wh, including  daodi…shenme “what”(4506 cases), daodi…zenme “how” (1538 cases) ), daodi…shei “who” (1059 cases) ), daodi…weishenme “why” (267 cases) ), daodi…shenmeshihou “when” (74 cases), daodi…he shi “what time”  (19 cases), daodi…nali “where” (358 cases), daodi… zai nali “where” (226 cases), daodi…he chu “what place” (46 cases) and daodi…shenme difang “what place” (98 cases). Given the number of years of our English-speaking learners’ studying of Chinese and their staying in mainland China or Taiwan, particularly those in the Very Advanced Group, who, on average, had studied Chinese for over 17 years, and many of whom had been teaching Chinese for many years and had Chinese-speaking spouses for years, we believe that they had been exposed to the relevant positive evidence in their Chinese input.
^24	  As pointed out by an anonymous Lingua reviewer, a note of caution is necessary here as there are only 11 participants in the Very Advanced Group although they had had an average of over 17 years of learning Chinese and an average of over 4 years of living in a Chinese-speaking environment, and their performance in the cloze test was near-native or native-like (see Table 1).
^25	  It can also be seen in Table 2 that English speakers do not have much difficulty in accepting the Chinese wh-question with daodi co-existing with wh-nominals such as shenme “what” and shei “who”. This type of Chinese question only bears one attitude, i.e. an attitude of impatience borne by daodi.
^26	  An anonymous Lingua reviewer suggests that it could be considered a new finding that computational complexity should affect Very Advanced L2 learners of Chinese in our study, which is different from L2 computational complexity studies like Scheidnes et al. (2009), and Scheidnes and Tuller (2010), where only intermediate and advanced L2 learners are included, and they are shown to be affected by computational complexity. We would like to remain cautious here. First, as no information is given about proficiency levels and L2 learning history of the L2 French learners in the two studies above, it is impossible to make any comparison between groups in those two studies and groups in our study here with regard to their L2 proficiency. Secondly, even if the information were available, it would be difficult to make any reliable comparison between the advanced L2 French learners in those two studies and the very advanced L2 Chinese learners here in our study because the two target languages are typologically completely different. 
^27	  An anonymous Lingua reviewer pointed out that this could potentially count as evidence that L2 learners are violating properties of UG if no human language allows a wh-question with more than one attitude feature embedded in it. We are inclined to believe that this is a processing problem, rather than a representational problem. An operation of checking additional features is likely to be too complex or too demanding for L2 grammars to handle, leading to indeterminacy in the L2 even though the construction involved is not allowed in any natural language.
^28	  It might be argued that because the causal zenme in Chinese is a lexical word while how come in English is a phrase, the difference in the lexical composition between the two elements in Chinese and English might make any positive transfer from the L1 English to the L2 Chinese less straightforward. However, our data show that English speakers do not have much difficulty in handling Chinese wh-questions with the causal zenme embedded in it, which suggests that the causal zenme can be acquired in English speakers’ L2 Chinese. 
^29	  Actually, there is still another use of zenme in Chinese, that is, the manner zenme, as shown in (i) below.  A : Ta yiban zenme duidai tade tongshi?      he usually how   treat    his  colleagues      ‘How does he usually treat his colleagues?’B: Feichang youhao.     very        friendly      ‘Very friendly.’
^30	  An anonymous Lingua reviewer asked in what way one can know if the participants knew the key words whose syntax/semantics is being evaluated. Although we did not directly test  learners’ syntactic and semantic knowledge of the key words which we  focus on in our study, they, particularly those at the very advanced level, performed native-like in judging sentences with daodi…wh-nominals or with daodi…weishenme “why” or with daodi…instrumental zenme. They also give native-like performance when the causal zenme occurs in the wh-question without daodi. Only when daodi co-exists with the causal zenme in the wh-question do learners have problems. It would be very difficult to attribute learners’ problems to any possible unknown vocabulary in the test. In addition, all the wh-words used in the empirical study are listed in Category A (i.e. most frequent words) by China’s National Leading Office of Teaching Chinese as a Foreign Language (cf. Syllabus of Classified Words and Characters in Chinese (1992), Beijing Language and Culture University Press). Four categories of words and characters are listed in the syllabus in terms of frequency (Category A is the most frequent, and D the least frequent). The adverb daodi is listed in Category B. Further evidence of learners’ knowledge of daodi came from some translations of Chinese daodi…wh-questions into English by English speaking learners of Chinese, which was made available to us by Z. Mai (p.c).  We are very grateful to Z. Mai for drawing our attention to the students’ translations. The purpose of the translation task was to test students’ interpretation of Chinese wh-words as interrogative words or as existential polarity words. Some of the sentences in the translation task were daodi…wh-questions, and it was found that learners at high-intermediate and advanced levels translated Chinese daodi…wh-questions into English as wh-on-earth questions, which are considered to belong to the same category as the wh-the-hell question. Here are two examples of the English wh-on-earth questions translated from Chinese daodi…wh-questions: “Where on earth does Xiao Li need to go?” “What on earth is Xiao Li going to eat?”.
^31	  It is insightfully pointed out by a Lingua reviewer that we should have tested sentences with daodi and the causal zenme under two distinct interrogative scopes, as in (i) below, where daodi is in the matrix clause and zenme in an embedded clause. Sentences of this type can help to examine any difference in L2 Chinese grammars between unacceptable sentences with both daodi and the causal zenme co-occurring in the same clause and acceptable sentences with the two occurring in separate clauses. We have to leave this for our future research.(i)	Daodi shei xiang zhidao Mali zenme cizhi le?               the hell who want know Mary how-come quit Part             “Who the hell wonders how come Mary quit the job?”
